
For example, Bob owns a vacant building plot. 
Pat wishes to buy it, but wants Bob to build 
her a house on it. Bob offers Pat a choice: 
either (A) buy it for £750,000 after practical 
completion of the house; or (B) buy the vacant 
plot up-front for £250,000 and pay Bob to 
build the house afterwards by installments 
totalling £500,000. 

Option A results in Pat having an SDLT liability 
of £50,000, if the surcharge (HRAD) rates apply 
to her (because she already owns another 
dwelling) or £27,500, if the normal residential 
rates apply. Pat’s SDLT liability under Option B 
could be as little as £2,000 and definitely won’t 
be more than £2,500.

The maximum savings are available if no 
building work has started by the time of the 
transfer to Pat. If building work has started 
before the transfer, Pat can still save SDLT on 
the value of the works done after the transfer 
happens, but will pay SDLT on the land price 
plus the value of the works done before the 
transfer. 

From Pat’s point of view, the thing to avoid is 
what HMRC’s guidance calls “interlocking”. 
Interlocking would happen, for example, if 
Bob defaults on the building contract, and the 

two contracts entitle Pat to unravel the land 
transaction, force Bob to take the property 
back and get all her money back.

Let’s suppose that Bob agrees to a sale/build 
contract with legal completion halfway through 
construction. Pat can cancel the contract if that 
stage is not reached within nine months after 
exchange of contracts. Bob can cancel the 
contract if Pat fails to complete within 10 days 
after being given notice to complete. Are those 
contracts “interlocked”? No, they’re not.

There are other advantages to this 
arrangement that might interest Pat.

If Pat buys a plot on which construction has 
not yet started, she’s not buying a dwelling; 
she’s buying a building plot. 

So the surcharge (HRAD) rates don’t apply, 
regardless of how many other houses 
(including second homes) Pat owns and 
regardless of whether or not she intends to 
use the eventual house as her only or main 
residence.

Continued on page 2

SDLT: the advantages of buying 
vacant land

Welcome
to the May 2018 issue of 
WHIB.

In this edition we look at the 
stamp duty land tax advantages 
of buying a building plot 
compared to a plot with a 
dwelling already on it. Our 

inheritance tax experts look at anomalies in IHT 
affecting businesses and farms (as highlighted 
in the Office of Tax Simplification’s paper 
looking at the lifecycle of a typical business) and 
summarise HMRC guidance on the new IHT 
scheme disclosure regulations.

Many investments and policies are held in 
trusts and our article looks at the action your 
clients should take if one of the trustees dies 
or becomes incapable;  we also report on a 
finding against Zurich Assurance made by the 
Pensions Ombudsman highlighting the potential 
importance of the contents of a Will when 
considering how to allocate pension death 
benefits.

Our next edition will be at the end of July but if 
you have any feedback, queries or suggestions 
in the interim please do get in touch. 

Anthony Fairweather 
Managing director  
0345 209 1265 
anthony.fairweather@clarkewillmott.com
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From an SDLT perspective, buying a plot and 
then engaging someone to build a house on 
it afterwards may confer a number of SDLT 
advantages, even if the seller is doing the 
construction works.
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Suppose Pat controls a company (“PCo”) and PCo buys the plot from Bob. 
PCo might be liable to the penal 15% rate (applicable only to companies) if 
it bought the completed dwelling. A 15% rate liability would be a whopping 
£112,500. If PCo buys the vacant plot, it isn’t a dwelling at that stage. 
Neither the penal 15% rate nor the surcharge (HRAD) rates apply. PCo’s 
SDLT bill will be either £2,500 or £2,000.

The fact that a planning permission for construction of a dwelling has 
been granted does not, on its own, turn the site into residential land for 
SDLT purposes. If Bob’s plot was last used for agriculture or commercial 
purposes, it won’t become residential land until he starts construction work 
on the dwelling. So if Pat or PCo takes a transfer before construction starts, 
the vacant plot may be either residential or non-residential depending on 
the current or most recent past use. The disparity between the top non-
residential SDLT rate (5%) and the top residential SDLT rate (12%) could 
make quite a difference. However in the Bob/Pat example the difference is 
only £500.

The SDLT advantages of buying vacant land: continued
In the real world the requirements of funders will often prevent people from 
taking advantage of these SDLT savings. Moreover there are, of course, 
significant non-tax-related risks involved in choosing the “buy first – build 
later” option. Perhaps the most important are: what happens if the builder 
fails to finish the works on time or at all or does them badly? These risks are 
much less if a buyer can wait and see the finished product before paying 
the bulk of the price.

For further information please contact: 
Andrew Campbell
Consultant
0345 209 1281 
andrew.campbell@clarkewillmott.com

It is common for investments and other financial products to be written in 
trust, particularly life insurance and investment bonds. 
The trust will usually be set up at the time the investment is made and 
further thought might not be given to it until an event occurs such as the 
death of a life insured. 

What happens though if one of the trustees wishes to retire from the trust, 
dies or becomes incapable, before that event occurs?

If the trustee wishes to retire

If the trustee no longer wants to act then they can retire provided that there 
will be two remaining trustees or a trust corporation in place and if the 
remaining trustees agree. The retirement should be evidenced by a deed 
partly because this will then vest most of the trust assets in the continuing 
trustees. According to the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners some 
assets such as insurance based investments do not vest automatically in 
the continuing trustees even if the retirement is by deed, so in those cases 
a separate deed of assignment of those assets might be required.

If there will be fewer than two trustees remaining then a new trustee will 
need to be appointed, unless the remaining trustee is a trust corporation. 
This can be included in the same deed as the retirement. The trust deed 
should be checked to see if anyone is given the power to appoint new 
trustees, in which case that person (the appointor) should be a party to the 
deed to appoint the new trustees. If there is no appointor the Trustee Act 
provides that the continuing trustees can appoint the new trustee.

If a trustee dies

This is a similar situation to a trustee retiring in the sense that if fewer than 
two trustees remain either the appointor (if there is one) or the continuing 
trustee should appoint a replacement trustee by deed.

In some cases no action might be taken on the death of a trustee then, 
when another trustee death occurs, it is discovered that there are no 
longer any living trustees. In those circumstances, the executors of the 
last surviving trustee will have the power under the Trustee Act to appoint 
replacement trustees.

If a trustee becomes incapable

Incapacity is becoming more common with increasing life spans and so 
this problem is being encountered more often. If there is no doubt as to the 
trustee’s incapacity (and it might be necessary to obtain a medical report 
to confirm this) anyone given the power to remove trustees by the trust 
deed can exercise this power to remove the incapable trustee. If there is 
no-one with such a power the Trustee Act then provides that the continuing 
trustees can replace the incapable trustee. It should be noted that they 
must be replaced not just retired.

Trustees: death, incapacity and investments

If, however, the incapable trustee has an interest in the trust fund then it will 
be necessary for the court of protection to consent to the replacement of 
the trustee. Medical evidence will be essential to support this application. A 
vesting order might also be required to transfer any assets not automatically 
vested in the new trustees.

If the only trustee remaining is incapable then it may be possible for the 
trust beneficiaries to give a direction to the incapable trustee’s attorney or 
deputy directing them to appoint a replacement. For this to be possible 
the beneficiaries must all be over eighteen, have capacity and together be 
absolutely entitled to the trust fund. If the trust provides, for example, that A 
has the income for life with remainder to B and C, then provided A, B and C 
are all over eighteen and have mental capacity they will be entitled to give a 
direction.

If no other option is available it will be necessary to make a court application 
to replace the incapable trustee.

Top tips on replacing trustees

•  There should be at least two trustees at any one time, especially as 
trust deeds often provide that some powers can only be exercised if 
there are at least two trustees.

•  Take action to replace retired or deceased trustees as soon as 
possible. The longer it is left, potentially the harder it gets.

•  A couple taking out an investment or insurance policy written in trust 
should consider appointing a third younger trustee so that there is 
someone in place as the couple get older.

•  Check the trust deed to see if anyone has the power to appoint and/
or remove trustees before taking any action to replace a trustee or 
appoint a new trustee.

•  Appointments and retirements should be by deed to ensure automatic 
vesting of most trust assets.

•  To avoid the problems set out above consider appointing a trust 
corporation to act as trustee as it will not die or become incapable.

For further information please contact:
Carol Cummins 
Consultant
0345 209 1275 
carol.cummins@clarkewillmott.com 
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The new regulations 

The new regulations describe the arrangements that have to be notified 
to HMRC. This description is known as the IHT “hallmark”. In addition to 
this new IHT specific hallmark two other hallmarks, the confidentiality and 
premium fee hallmarks, were extended to IHT from February 2016. This 
article concerns the new IHT specific hallmark only.

Under the new regulations an arrangement is notifiable to HMRC if an 
“informed observer” would conclude that both of two conditions have been 
met. An informed observer is someone who is independent, has all the 
information about the arrangement and sufficient knowledge to understand 
it. They are not deemed to be an expert.

If a promoter of a scheme considers that an informed observer could 
reasonably be expected to observe that the main purpose, or one of the 
main purposes, of the arrangements is to obtain a tax advantage listed 
in condition 1, and that the arrangements involve the use of one or more 
contrived or abnormal steps without which the tax advantage could not be 
obtained (condition 2), they will be under a duty to disclose the scheme to 
HMRC.

Condition 1 

This condition sets out the tax advantages which are of greatest concern to 
HMRC. These are:

1.  Avoidance or reduction of a relevant property entry charge: this 
was part of the previous regulations and concerns the avoidance of 
charges to IHT when setting up a relevant property trust.

2.  The avoidance or reduction of any other relevant property charges 
(including the ten year charge), the charge on property leaving 
employee trusts or newspaper trusts and on close company transfers.

3.  Avoidance of a reservation of benefit IHT charge when there is also no 
pre-owned assets income tax charge.

4.  Avoidance of a chargeable transfer or potentially exempt transfer at 
the same time as a reduction in the value of a person’s estate.

Condition 2

Arrangements are only notifiable if they also meet condition 2. Condition 2 
is that the arrangements involve one or more contrived or abnormal steps 
without which the tax advantage could not be obtained. According to 
HMRC, normal, straightforward IHT planning will not fall within condition 2. 
HMRC also takes the view that the use of trusts is not abnormal and neither 
are loans to trusts or companies to which the individual is connected or 
investing in assets which qualify for IHT relief. By comparison they state that 
if a gift is made but the donor is able to enjoy the property given in the same 
way as before the gift was made, this might be a disclosable scheme.

Established practice

Arrangements are not notifiable if a scheme has been sold and 
implemented before 1 April 2018, HMRC has previously indicated its 
acceptance of it, and it is sold and implemented again after the new 
hallmark came into effect. The product must be “substantially the same” as 
that implemented pre-1 April.

HMRC gives an example of a Discounted Gift Trust plan implemented 
before 1 April 2018. Its implementation after 1 April 2018, if in accordance 
with established practice, should not be notifiable (although the promoter 
would have to consider whether the confidentiality or premium fee hallmarks 
were applicable). If the insurance company were, however, to change 
some elements of the pre-1 April 2018 scheme, the established practice 
exemption would not apply on its implementation for the first time post-1 
April and it would have to be tested against the above conditions. Changes 
to the scheme name or made for regulatory reasons are unlikely to cause 
the post-1 April implementation to be outside established practice.

If the product is altered so that it is not substantially the same, then this 
exemption will not apply. Differences in personal details, such as different 
amounts invested or in the amount of withdrawals from say a Discounted 
Gift Trust, will not mean that the post-1 April arrangements are not 
substantially the same as the pre-1 April arrangements.

HMRC examples of non-notifiable arrangements

HMRC gives a number of examples which are tested against the two 
conditions and determined to be non-notifiable arrangements. These 
include gift and loan or loan trusts, regular gifts out of income (whether 
outright or into trust), and a number of other arrangements as follows:

•  Lifetime gifts to a spouse or civil partner

•  Transfers of value equivalent to the IHT nil rate band repeated every 
seven years

•  Lifetime gifts to bare trusts for minors

•  Executing a Will, deed of variation or disclaimer giving rise to an IHT 
exemption

•  Buying shares which qualify for business property relief after two years

•  Gifting land and paying full consideration for continued occupation

•  Gifting a share of a property where the donor and donee subsequently 
share occupation (but possibly not if the donor retains only a very 
small proportion of the property)

•  Transfer of a sterling account by a non-domiciled, non-UK resident 
individual into a US Dollar bank account

•  The transfer by a non-UK domiciled individual of non-UK property into 
an excluded property trust before they become UK domiciled

•  Distributions from relevant property trusts just before the ten year 
anniversary

•  Loans repayable on demand, or at a commercial rate of interest, to a 
company or other entity from which the lender cannot benefit.

By comparison, HMRC gives the creation of a reversionary lease and the 
use of employee benefit trusts to pass assets onto children as examples of 
notifiable arrangements.

For further information please contact:
Elizabeth Smithers
Partner
0345 209 1115 
elizabeth.smithers@clarkewillmott.com

HMRC guidance on new IHT 
scheme disclosure regulations
The new disclosure of tax avoidance scheme regulations (DOTAS) for 
inheritance tax (IHT) came into effect on 1 April 2018. We summarise 
HMRC’s guidance on the new regulations with particular reference to 
products that save IHT and which are commonly issued by insurers, such 
as gift and loan schemes.
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In April the Office for Tax Simplification (OTS) published a paper examining 
the whole life cycle of a typical business and making recommendations for 
the simplification of the business tax system to encourage growth.

The paper contains many observations and in this article we look at two 
comments made with regard to the operation of business property relief 
and agricultural property relief and anomalies that may occur.

Loss of reliefs on gifts 

One of the traps which lurks in the IHT legislation is a situation that can 
arise if an owner of business or agricultural property makes a lifetime gift of 
the property. When the gift is made, provided all the conditions necessary 
to claim business or agricultural property relief are complied with, there is no 
inheritance tax to pay; the gift is a potentially exempt transfer which falls out 
of the charge to inheritance tax if the person making it survives by seven 
years.

David, for example, wishes to reduce his day-to-day involvement in his 
technology company and to motivate his son Josh to take on more 
responsibility. To this end, David transfers some shares to Josh. When 
Josh and his wife separate a year later Josh is forced to sell some of the 
shares to a local businessman to fund a divorce financial settlement. David 
is killed in a car crash three months later. As Josh no longer owns the 
shares, or replacement property, and as David made gifts valued in excess 
of £325,000 in the seven years before his death, the potentially exempt 
transfer is charged to inheritance tax. 

What protective action could David have taken?

Josh’s sale of the shares means that non-family members became involved 
in the company. This situation may have been avoided if David had ensured 
through the company’s Articles, or a shareholders’ agreement, that he had 
the right to buy any company shares put up for sale by another shareholder 
(so ensuring that the shares remained within the family). 

As far as the loss of relief is concerned, if the gift of the shares had been 
made to a trust for Josh’s benefit the shares would then have received a 
level of protection against the divorce settlement. David could have been 
appointed as one of the trustees and would have retained control through 
the trustees over the assets given to Josh. 

Inheritance tax anomalies 
affecting businesses and farms

The OTS observes that this situation can occur, and that the solution (the 
creation of a trust), is a relatively complicated one. They do not put forward 
any recommendations for reform, although the fact that they have flagged 
the point indicates that this is an aspect of the system they believe could be 
simplified. 

Investment businesses

The OTS also highlights another problem which is relatively common for 
those wishing to claim business property relief. The relief can be curtailed 
when the business is considered to be wholly or mainly an investment 
business. This can cause problems for example for property based 
companies as, unless they are providing considerable additional services 
alongside the letting of the property, the business is likely to be classed 
as an investment business and business relief refused. Farms that have 
diversified their activities, and perhaps have a separate holiday let business, 
can lose their relief. As pointed out by the OTS, the fact that many of these 
operations are classed as trades for other tax purposes (such as income 
tax) causes confusion. The OTS also observes that this can result in 
“convoluted and artificial ownership structures” in an attempt to ensure that 
a trading business is not “tainted” by investment activities.

Given that the existing legislation has been interpreted by the courts 
in a long line of cases, it would seem that only legislative amendment 
can change this IHT treatment of certain businesses. In the meantime 
businesses will need to remain aware of the problem and hive off activities 
likely to be classed as investment activities as appropriate.

For further information please contact: 
Stuart Thorne
Partner
0345 209 1105 
stuart.thorne@clarkewillmott.com

Farms that have diversified their activities, and 
perhaps have a separate holiday let business, can 
lose their relief.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/simplifying-the-taxation-of-key-events-in-the-life-of-a-business
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A recent case before the Pensions Ombudsman showed the necessity for 
pension companies to make thorough investigations before distributing 
pension death benefits. 
The decision also illustrates how the deceased’s Will can be relevant in 
enabling the pension company to make an informed decision.

The complaint to the Ombudsman was made by Mrs T, the deceased’s 
spouse, about a decision by Zurich Assurance to allocate Mr T’s pension 
death benefits to another relative, Mrs Y. Mrs T was the nominee of the 
death benefits until November 2013 when Mrs Y contacted Zurich on Mr 
T’s behalf to say that she was now the nominated beneficiary and that all 
correspondence should be directed to her.

When Mr T died in September 2015, Zurich obtained a copy of his Will from 
Mrs Y. This included a statement that he had made no provision in the Will 
for his wife because of “substantial provisions already made during lifetime”. 
Zurich subsequently paid out the death benefits to Mrs Y. 

This decision was challenged by Mrs T on the grounds that she had been 
appointed as an interim deputy for her husband in January 2013, so her 
husband did not have capacity to change his nominee in November 2013; 
and that she had not in fact received substantial lifetime provision. Mrs 
T argued that, as the former nominee of the pension benefits, and the 
deceased’s spouse, at the very least Zurich should have contacted her.

Mrs T’s complaint was upheld by the Ombudsman which agreed with 
Zurich’s submission that the Will was relevant, even though the death 
benefits did not form part of Mr T’s estate. The Will provided information 
about possible additional beneficiaries and threw some light on the 
deceased’s wishes.

The Ombudsman, however, disagreed with Zurich’s conclusion that Mr 
T did not wish the death benefits to pass to his wife due to his lack of 
provision for Mrs T in the Will, and the statement in the Will about the lack 
of provision. It pointed out that, on the contrary, the reference to substantial 
lifetime provision could have referred to the nomination of the pension death 
benefits.

The Ombudsman found that further information and evidence should have 
been obtained by Zurich prior to making its decision and that Mrs T’s 
application to receive the death benefits should be reconsidered by them.

Pension death benefits can often amount to a substantial amount of money, 
so given the complexities of today’s family structures, and the increasing 
prevalence of dementia as the population ages, this case must be a 
warning to other pension providers to make sure that they carry out all due 
diligence and reasonable enquiries in these circumstances.

For further information please contact: 
Erica Burt-Moore 
Partner 
0345 209 1748 
erica.burt-moore@clarkewillmott.com

Allocation of death benefits and 
the relevance of the deceased’s 
Will

Pension providers should ensure they carry out 
all due diligence.
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